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USE OF LANGUAGE IN OUR WRITING – Rolling stock or Rollingstock? 
 

A coherent (and probably the only coherent, and I think unarguable) case for one tiny part of our language 

to be correctly presented) 

Some of us like to be meticulous (some might say pedantic) about being precise and specific in the use of 

language in our written output. Indeed, such pedantic fervour should enable any author, editor, or corporate 

communications university graduate to derive powerful authority from it. 

In a spirit of superior scrupulosity, with painstaking precision and laborious literalism (all of which—by 

the way—take honest effort and of which no writer or editor should be ashamed), I would like to see the 

railway literocracy cease its thoughtless wobbling in the constant mis-representation of this word. Let’s 

agree to accept and standardise our use of it as ONE word ‘rollingstock’... (yes, that’s right, one word… 

it’s just a noun!). 

“What does it matter?” is the inevitable cry from the contrarians who have developed an alternative opinion 

on the presentation of the word, but who do NOT desire to be challenged on their rationale (because in fact, 

they have none); and who—with this very question—strive to embarrass you into terminating the 

conversation before you can confront them with the logic. 

So… in its own petite way, this matter is about the death of the English language. Those who point to a 

widespread, creeping use of the incorrect presentation of the word as being its own justification can get 

away with this sort of thing—as ‘death by a thousand cuts’ is visited upon our vernacular—because there 

are very few people willing to persue the matter. There is, admittedly, something faintly ridiculous—

frivolous, even—about seeking to argue on the improper use—ever-stealthily-emerging—of a word. It is 

virgin territory for the contrarian to scornfully dismiss it as too trivial a matter to require discussion. So 

there will be a momentary sense of discomfort about making a fuss of it; the contrarians will see to that. 

But there IS a correct way to present this word; and it is as ONE WORD. Herewith the reasoned case. 

We often believe—when we have doubt about the accepted use of a word or phrase—that a safe action is to 

refer to how it is used by others. We allow ourselves to assume that these worthy ‘others’ must know more 

than do we and therefore perhaps we should follow their lead. While it may sometimes be appropriate to do 

this, we should remain alert for those instances where that ‘other’ source might—in fact—be less-than-

thorough in applying our language (spelling, grammar, punctuation, vocabulary, syntax, context, and so-

on). The observer will assume that an eminent rail industry body—for example, a government agency, 

industry body, or rail operator—must have a good reason that their literature uses the two-word version; 

and that such use conveys some degree of authority in the matter. 

But this is naïve. Its use within that agency publication or upon their website is unlikely to have been 

because of someone’s conscious judgement in the matter. The fact is that sometimes (and possibly often, 

from my observations) even eminent industry participants cannot be relied-upon to correctly use our 

language (or even their own industry lexicon), and for this reason we should not slavishly follow them. It is 

simply insupportable that an anonymous individual in some organisation or agency can choose—as they 

seem so often to do, with thoughtless alacrity—to change the written English language in such a 

perfunctory, imprudent, impulsive (and negligent) manner. 

And, anyway, who ARE these misguided individuals who are responsible for the regular presentation of 

‘rollingstock’ as two words? One must presume they’re folks who know no better, and—assuming they 
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even consider the matter at all—seek enlightenment by looking to others’ use of the word, and simply take 

what they see as some sort of statute. Do these oblivious individuals ever stop and ask themselves, “why do 

I see this word written two ways and which of the two might be correct?” 

Admittedly, it must be a powerful influence on this heedless decision-maker—this involuntary 

contrarian—for them to have noticed, say, the embroidered title on the back of a corporate safety vest that 

states ‘ROLLING STOCK MANAGER’ (or some such), or perhaps they have someone’s business card 

that states ‘Manager Rolling Stock Assets, Rolling Stock Development Division, blah, blah (insert 

government entity). Seeing these convincing visual influences, the individual acts without much thought. 

The old ‘If-THEY-use-it-that-way-then-it-must-be-right’ theory is applied. 

And then, this sorry solecism is compounded by members of the public (guileless innocents who could 

NOT be expected to be across this theme) who also write material—perhaps an innocent Letter to The 

Editor, perhaps as editor of a society newsletter—and use the term without consideration. This is the final 

contribution—the ultimate delicate influence—to this thesis of imperceptible incorrectness. Those who 

argue this matter, often like to state that—from their observations—the two-word usage seems more 

prevalent and is thus justified. In other words, just because the two-word version has fallen into frequent 

mis-use, it is therefore valid. No further rationality is needed or provided. The fact that the ONE-WORD 

version is also in just-as-frequent use appears lost on them. A closer look reveals there is no defined 

preference in usage and there definitely is no consensus. So, the usage-prevalency thesis is demolished, and 

this leaves only the coherent rationale case. 

The fact is that sometimes—and demonstrably quite often (I have already suggested this)—the basic 

literary skills of individuals within industry bodies are lacking (have you noticed, as I have, in such 

documents as the technical papers that are written by otherwise extremely competent professionals?). The 

CEO who scribbles a draft of the copy, or the communications underling who is tasked with presenting that 

copy for publication, is unthinking. They know nothing of the two-versus-one-word issue (and could care 

less), and they cannot be relied-upon to get the use of the language generally or even their own industry 

lexicon right. For this reason, no-one should accept their two-word output as somehow indicative of any 

protocol worthy of being relied-upon. 

The following results from an unedited Google Search illustrate the point. Yes, the list is extensive; but this 

is deliberate in order to achieve a credible sample. It reveals how subjective is the use of either of the two 

presentation options. In many of the results in this list, both options appear (in which case I have 

highlighted them with a red box), clearly evidencing the lack of application of any scholarly discipline or 

justification by those responsible in their choice and application of an option. In fact, one suspects that 

nothing more than native instinct drives the choice made by most individuals in most cases; indeed, to the 

point that no conscious choice is made at all. Remember, Google did not create these presentation styles; 

the material is taken directly from the publications of others. 

But whereas those who write this publicity, instructional, or classification material (that constructs the term 

as two words), probably apply little consideration to the matter, I do attempt to apply some rationale. Scroll 

through this list and please continue reading after it to see my reasoning; 
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So, you can see that no-one really seems to know (and in fact, as previously stated, I expect that no-one 

really thinks) and there is no consensus displayed. In most cases, the word will be typed or type-set totally 

without thought. 

Thus, what IS the poor author, editor, or PA communicator who cares for correctness to do? Well… they 

could keep reading this discourse, for starters. 

‘Rolling’ (written by itself, in the context intended here) can be either a noun or an adjective. Its function 

as discussed herein is to articulate mobility as distinct from stasis (in other words, an asset item that moves 

rather than being static), so it is an adjective. It is referring to ‘stock’ that moves. The derivation of ‘stock’ 

(in the context intended here) is a little more opaque. But clearly, its contemporary meaning in this context 

is as a noun – defining those assets held in-house (in this case by a transport organisation) to be utilised to 

convey product. 

The fact is that ‘rolling stock’ (should it be used as two words in this transport context) has no other 

meaning than—quite literally—stock (one or more vehicles) that is rolling (moving) as distinct from not 

moving. Consider this statement… “Some of the vehicles rolled away and some remained secured. The 

rolling stock derailed on a curve and was destroyed when it fell into the gorge. The remaining stock, that 

had been secured, formed the nucleus of a new fleet.” The question occurs, if the use of two words is to be 

accepted… what does ‘rolling stock’ become when it stops rolling? ‘Static stock’? 

The use of the two words together, though, does have a valid alternative meaning; that of a capital/equity 

stock—a ‘share’— that is non-trending or ‘rolling’. (“…look for a flat or gently-rolling 100-to-200-day 

moving average line. The strategy is to find a stock that is oscillating or ‘rolling’ from about the same high 

point to about the same low point …”). So ‘rolling stock’ does indeed have a place in our lexicon; but not 

in the rail vehicle context. 

‘Rollingstock’—on the other hand—has a singular meaning which is confined to the context of transport. 

The word is one of several comparable nouns with such specificity. Here are some others: 

Livestock (agriculture): Basic generic material or asset required for animal husbandry (specifically, any 

breed or population of animal kept by humans for a useful, commercial purpose); a noun. 

[Note: ‘livestock’ are farm animals regarded as an asset. They are distinguished from other animals by the 

fact that they're domesticated and raised for food or money. If you get wool, milk, meat, or eggs from 

animals, they're livestock. The word comes from the mercantile sense of ‘stock’ that means “supply for 

future use”. This word was also used to mean “movable property of a farm” which provides a clue as to 

the derivation of ‘stock’ in the term railway rollingstock.] 
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Feedstock (manufacturing): Basic generic material or asset required for an industrial or manufacturing 

process (specifically, raw materials). Again, an available supply of a material. A noun. 

Rootstock (horticulture): Part of a plant—often an underground part—from which new above-ground 

growth can be produced. A part of the plant that is available for a process. A noun. 

Understock (horticulture): The rooted plant that receives the grafted scion. A constituent element that is 

available for a process. A noun. 

And from this continuum, we would derive; 

Rollingstock (transport): Basic generic material or asset required for the transportation portion of a railway 

process (specifically, rail-mobile vehicles). A noun. 

The terms ‘livestock’, ‘feedstock’, ‘understock’ and ‘rootstock’ are NEVER legitimately seen presented as 

two separate words. Why then does ‘rollingstock’ suffer this indignity? The question defies answering, 

except per my earlier premise. 

So this is the rationale for the use of ‘rollingstock’ as distinct from ‘rolling stock’. I rest my case and 

earnestly urge all authors, editors, university graduates, corporate CEOs, and public affairs communicators 

to consider this important matter and—the next time you need to write it—to have an awareness around 

your choice-of-use of the word. If you’re talking about a railway mobile asset, you’re talking 

‘rollingstock’. 

The matter of how the word should be presented is little-discussed elsewhere, but while dictionaries are 

liable to present it as two words, they do not purport (and if you contact them they will confirm this) to be 

arbiters of 'correct' usage (spelling). Rather, they follow and report 'evolved' usage. 

Any brief internet search of the noun in the transport context (as revealed by the internet search earlier in 

this discussion) will reveal an almost equal mixture of the two uses, and it can be surmised that if the logic 

discussed herein were to be accepted and applied in all instances, then we WOULD, in fact, have a 

convention on the presentation of the word. No misguided individual who chooses to present ‘rollingstock’ 

as two words can have a credible rationale for their decision. I’m sorry, but “I prefer it because I think it 

LOOKS better…” or “I see others using it as two words” is indolent insouciance. It is time to unshackle 

your ego, overcome your obstinacy, and embrace the true. 

Oh, and one last thing. A computer spellchecker is a piece of software coding written by a person (one of 

the sort I have described above). It is neither a magical source of global wisdom nor a dependable resource 

in this case. (Fergus Moffat 2017) 

 


